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Ciphering
Aditya Shankar
Tricksy spent a lifetime watching kids do math homework and turned her
dying glance at her master into a geometric puzzle. She knew there was an
invisible cage that held her master captive. She scribbled her notes in dog-pawlanguage (translation below):
Theorem 1:
Cage
>
>
>
>
>

houses
cities
planetarium dreams
state highways
vanishing ant rows

Theorem 2: No matter how far you go, you rebound into the epicenter of a
cage’s woes:
A rooster cooped up between the bars of day and night.
A passenger in an autonomous car, waiting for destinations, like love.
A carousel for the kid in you, motoring tirelessly around daily wonders.
Theorem 3: A selfieless man in the wild, composed of genes that fail to
understand gadget craving.
A man unable to crack simple equations:
man – drained battery = evicted termite mound
= chimpanzee in human attire, ready for tricks
The inverse equation:
man in wild + gadgets = indoor plants + solitude
Theorem 4: Despite the transit of poems, songs, movies, or people in and
out of you:
man x man = man
(similar to city x city = city, though re-written everyday)
new city dweller = a new wound = the stories of laborers from a labor
camp = the song of hurt ghosts from a mortuary
a man’s smile = the serenity of a river with lurking crocodiles.
Q. Can you help Tricksy find the coordinates of the invisible cage and
prove her theory?
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The City Orchestra
Sena Chang

Born
from
the air,
we are the
children of
clouds. Tap. Tap.
Tap. we sing, in a chorus
of raindrops. Embedded
in each is a story, every one
unique in its own way. Because
water remembers. Water remembers
the nooks and crannies it runs through,
the soil it kisses, and the umbrellas it slams
onto. It remembers the farmers that cry upon
its arrival and the rivers that have burst its banks
by our presence. Creating a collage of erratic splashes
and drops on the soil, we leave our mark on the Earth,
only to be soaked up by trees as a sweet, dewy treat.
Caressing the ears, we create an orchestra of splatters that
encases the city, playing softly against the honk of cars
and the shouts of fuming businessmen. Our symphony is
one of great volatility, as it takes only one second for us
to crescendo from a gentle presence hesitantly falling
to a hail of bullets incessantly piercing one’s skin.
Yet it is short-lived, as Wind arrives and snatches us
off our feet, ready to carry our powerful symphony
elsewhere.
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Don’t Move
Amy Mullane

Rain mists sideways, the hard whistle of wind pushing it like a howling
fussy baby in a pushchair. A person (or a ghost) is outside, hoping to be let
in.
A twisted water bottle pops itself into shape, breaking through my stuporcausing me to jolt within the covers.
All there is to fear in the darkness is a messy bedroom and the relentless
responsibility of continuing to exist.
*
I live across from council houses (bungalows, really) allocated to the
elderly. They’re often living in each alone, which can cause a myriad of issues.
One of my earliest memories is playing as a girl on my bike (the training wheels
were still on), and seeing an elderly woman lift her nightgown, pull down her
underwear, and empty her bladder on the street. Her front door was open and she
was metres from her house, and her bathroom.
I asked my mother about it, I remember getting a fragmented explanation
about the old woman being so old her brain no longer worked as it should. Your
brain gets old and wrinkly too, I surmised.
I still live in this house, and those bungalows are still there. The
elderly woman with the elderly brain is not.
In her place is a man who comes out on the hour and talks to the wind.
I’ve often sat at my window sill and tried to make sense of what he is
saying. Sometimes he puts on accents which makes me think he’s parroting his
television.
One time I did make out one clear sentence, due to it being repeated a few
times:
“Don’t move, man! That’s what they want you to do!”
*
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“There is a charge, a very large charge.”
Everything has a price, I climbed a mountain, my mind was clear. I slept
easy.
Then the bleeding came, bloodied sheets and stained underwear. Balled up
and hidden away in the zipped pocket of my handbag. Whispered phone calls and
hushed conversations in hallways.
*
speculum
/ˈspɛkjʊləm/
noun
1.
MEDICINE
a metal instrument that is used to dilate an orifice or canal in the body
to allow inspection.
2.
ORNITHOLOGY
a bright patch of plumage on the wings of certain birds, especially a strip
of metallic sheen on the secondary flight feathers of many ducks.
Colposcopy
Diagnostic procedure
Description
Colposcopy is a medical diagnostic procedure to examine an illuminated,
magnified view of the cervix as well as the vagina and vulva. Many premalignant
lesions and malignant lesions in these areas have discernible characteristics
that can be detected through the examination.
*
I was sweating heavily, an unfortunate side effect (common in 1 in 10
cases) when taking escitalopram 15mg. The information booklet that comes with
every box folds out like a broadsheet newspaper. Headlines include: Sexual
dysfunction and ‘prickling sensation in skin’. I always read it through,
repetitive but riveting.
I got to the doctors office early, but ended up late trying to find the
right building. I teared up when a serious looking woman in scrubs scolded me
for being in the Coronavirus testing centre. I think I got upset because up
until that point I got to the doctors under the basis of being someone in their
mid 20s, who could handle a simple pelvic exam. Her stern look and reproach
broke my resolve and I was a scared little girl with training wheels.
When the duck's mouth opened up she told me to stay still, if possible.
“Don’t move, man! That’s what they want you to do!”
She advised that I was bleeding. Repetitive but riveting.
*
When I was in college I’d walk the same route every day to my lectures.
Every day an elderly woman would come out of her home, without fail, and ask me
what time it was. I’d tell her, every day, at exactly that time. And she would
go back inside. I had considered that she likely had some time source, as we all
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did. I had further considered the intrinsic loneliness it would take for someone
to come out and ask someone the time. Like most things, just as you start to get
accustomed to a set routine, to the inherent rhythm of your life- poof, she was
gone. I would walk by sometimes, deliberately slow with heavy steps. Not a peep
of a curtain, I did wonder of course where she had gone, or if she was real. It
was around Christmas, I remember because I put a Christmas card through her
letterbox. I wrote: “I hope you have a good Christmas.” I signed it: “From a
friend”. I’ll never be sure if she read it.
Please note results will only be issued in writing and will not be provided
over the telephone.
Yours sincerely,
Not a friend.
*
A joke can be very unsettling when not acknowledged. It doesn’t necessarily
have to be a laugh- it can be a smirk, a nod, a snort. The most off putting
reaction one can get from trying to be humorous is a blank stare, a questioning
look.
A tut. An uncomfortable shift of the aliens eye, the camera inside.
“Can’t seem to locate your left ovary…”
“Oh he always hides away, sly git!”
No acknowledgement.
The duck's mouth opens yet again. They took off pieces I’ll never get back.
They advise that some women feel this, some don’t. They asked me to tell them if
I felt something. I said I wasn’t sure if I felt anything. On the screen was a
fleshy cavern, an endless labyrinth before we got to the mouth, the puckered
lips. The smooth fleshy O, open mawed without words.
“Do you want to look?”
“I suppose I do, I don’t think I’ll get the opportunity again today”
No acknowledgement.
I wish I had kept the privilege of ignorance, the terrible alien mound of
flesh that was so unfamiliar to me, and yet had been a part of me.
A promise of heated iron next time, I say thank you.
*
I took a walk the next day, unseasonably hot and I was unseasonably happy.
I pass an old man, muttering quietly to himself I go close enough just to hear:
“Finally getting some work done are you?” in hushed tones.
Seconds later he bellows the very same sentence, I turn to see he was
addressing a labourer who was packing up (or clearing out?) the back of a van.
The labourer laughed and they continued to speak.
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He was rehearsing, he was practising his line. I liked that!
Perfect delivery!
Crisis averted!
*
I don’t believe in ghosts but I believe in being haunted.
*
Some are haunted for their mistakes, others are haunted by memoriesmemories of things lost and things never quite gained.
I’m being haunted by a doctor's appointment in March.
*
It lurks around every corner, lives in the silences.
The girl in the waiting room last month said it doesn’t get easier.
*
Some of us are haunted all our lives.
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The Garden
Zach Murphy
The wildflowers wilt over their own feet as I trudge through the dusty,
jaded soil. One of my legs is broken. My mouth is parched. And my stripes burn.
I wonder if the workers before me dealt with this kind of heat. I wonder if
the workers after me will suffer even more. I wonder if there will even be
workers after me.
The honey isn’t so sweet here any more. The dream has melted away. This
planet is no longer my garden.
As I use my last shred of will to drive my stinger into the wrinkled
ground, I pray that my final moments will be graced with a cool breeze.
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Hands
Emily Johnston
Below is the printed version; please find the original GIF here.
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Hide in the woods
Maed Rill Monte
7-5/9-5 Paycheck › Provide for: EGO. . . . . We
Ordained Society God. . . . . In Memory of Nietzsche,
Let's Kill this New God. . . . . Free Ourselves from
The Standards. . . . . We more than Workforce. . . .
. We Force@Work. . . . . Cash in on Self-Value. . .
. . Nothing like earning Self. . . . . Fount of All
. . . . . Run. . . . . No need for Bag Full o' Things
. . . . . Run. . . . . More eating more hunger. . . .
. Reduce Gluttony / Greed › Gray Rock the Method.
. . . . Run. . . . . TV&Radio&Internet&Ads&MoreAds
Crave more hunger. . . . . None the holy. . . . . Run
. . . . . What's in x-cess? The horizontal motion o'
X-pense. . . . . Nurture Soul & Soar. . . . . so Run!
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I am enough
Siobhan Long
I still remember our first kiss.
It was not a good kiss in the slightest,
but it will always be my favourite.
I remember it all so clearly,
how I awkwardly took your face in my hands to pull you near,
how you traced little circles around my shoulder
And each point where your skin touched mine left behind sparks of
electricity,
My legs going weak.
I remember my head spinning and seeing bright stars and finally
understanding all the love songs and poems I had read,
All at once, all in that moment,
A moment so perfect nothing could tarnish it, and nothing will.
Life in love with you was fearless and incredible.
Even through the darkest times, all the pain, all the fear, it pulled me
through,
And it wasn’t butterflies I felt,
No, I would look at you and become so consumed with love that it was
painful,
No words seemed to do my love justice
So all I could do was kiss you fiercely and hope that it would spill out in
to you
So you could at least taste a portion of the love that I felt for you.
Dear God I hope you knew; I hope you know, how truly, irrevocably and
hopelessly in love with you I was.
“You don’t love me any more?”
“no.”
A cold block of ice settled in my stomach then.
It was better to feel nothing, better to feel numb, and cold, and angry at
the world than the crushing realisation that I was not enough,
That block slowly melted,
And I slowly fell apart, alone. No one ever saw,
There were hints I’m sure,
Even now, but only ever glimpses
Even now I find pockets of residual bitterness hidden inside me, stabbing
me and mocking me,
But piece by piece I pluck them out like deeply buried splinters under
swollen skin.
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And I’ve learned there’s so much more to life than all-consuming love!
The sun on my face as I walk and laugh with friends who care for me as I
care for them,
Who bring me tea when I’m sick and make cats and pumpkins out of pastry,
who hold my head while I cry and soothe my very soul,
Who make this flat our home just with their presence,
And who’s late night talks help me grow
This, is a new love,
A quiet, content love, without fear, without expectation, without passion.
But I have my own passion, in the work I do, for the life I lead, for
myself
When I nourish my body with food from the ground, when I dance until I fall
and my feet ache and my belly feels full of happiness and joy,
When I caress each and every inch of my stretch marked legs, and my soft
belly, and my strong legs, and I thank them for simply being.
I have passion, and pure unconditional love for myself which grows every
day,
And one day I might feel ready to share that passion with another love, but
it will be different to you.
I will feel safe, and I will never fear that I am not enough
Because I am enough for me, and that, is all that I need.
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Lovely Light
Stephanie Nic Craith
Memories of memories
Swirl and waltz
Soothing and pleasing
Friendly and warm
Soot made from glitter
Glittering shards
Press their bodies into my hand
And I lick the blood
Trickling from my creasing fingers
An endless circle
Of sustenance
to Break free
to Break new
New bread
New spellings of words I knew
I know what we want
We want air
Air in swirls.
Twisting and mystifying and swirling
Working in groups
Comrades of pastel
And Pink and White And Purple
Monet sun sets on a red setter bus
And the speed fucked up my brain
My brain a canvas of blue
Glowing yellow glowing gold
Spurts of orange
Weightless and real
The last joy before a sorrow
Sorrow came quick and she came bloody
Foggy pain
Foggy breath
Conclude it.
Soaring whispers used lift me
Elevate to link
Link me up to PinkPink clouds
Spending money like days
Days spent in hordes of brooing cords of a distant puzzle so close to
your face u feel its breath
Breezes of humanity, humanity
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Cold and sharp and sudden to catch your ear and
Grapple with the roaring pink skin
Baby skin baby tiny tiny white hairs
Singed
Singe your hair
Run after with a milk jug
We have so many jugs of milk all the time
Smack
SMACK
who next who next
Who next
Who next who next
Me.
Me me me !
The next time you come here
Will be the same time as last
Running splintering bones
Breaking concrete in haste
Why are you so hasty
Why
Happenings will fall into your lap before you can ask for them
search no happening
happen
When will I happen again? When will I happen again? Am I doomed to
roam a landscape of nothing but acting. When can I look again. When
can I look again ? Eyes up and open and whirring crinkling cracklings
of skin connected to perception and this is what I want . Light and
perception and and and
Light. Space. Outside of any concept not a concept by us. Blurry cots
of straw braving the horse. Having everything and nothing at the same
time. Loneliness unlike any thing the most crowded loneliness so
Unafraid of any neighbor because you do not have a neighbor you don’t
turn it down you have a nhejgbbkhr
I don’t give a fuck
the police are here
oui madame oui bonne nuit
ha ha ha
close your mouth
close it
From there where do we pray where do we speak now
Fruit like Sunday
Fruit like walks on tarmac along rivers just close to home and the
watermelon from the vendor do you remember do you remember the peach
tree and those Italians who would smoke weed on the burnt yellowing
grass in the back island under peach trees and the Berliners daughter did
she ever call
the police on them and should she have ever have called the police if
she had
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So now
The reality
Back to this this reality
Log brings no more wood
Log your absence
Log in
Log your request
So do the sparkles come in
When I buy them
Or do they exist in my book
And rot in the mundanity of it all
Who cares about the sparkles
I’m unsure if it’s me
I’m unsure if i like the sparkles at all
I don’t think I want to
I don’t think I’ve wanted to
In that way
For so long
So much black for so long
Grey and white
And black
And small hoops
And thin hoops
The thinnest hoops spun from golden brazenness
Where did she go
Where did she go
She is in there
In here
She is in here I feel it
Her colour chameleon and charmed
Charmed by universes of universes of reality and every thing within
Do not let one reality shape her now
Do not let one reality shape her now
She burns in an infinite number of realities
Lovely light
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Memory Tape
Anna Zarra Aldrich

<the state is Odd>
halt.
I promise
I am
no
t

a
r

o

o

t.

b
I am deceived by binary:
01110100011010000110010101110010011001010010000001101001011100110010000001101110
01101111001000000111001101101111011011000111010101110100011010010110111101101110
.
I become an enigma machine
unable to
tell if you are human or computer.
I turn the encryptors,
hide myself in the space of a zero.
I have broken from the machine.
{Everything is turning}
The apple is injected
the needle
pushed into a
cold, crunchy
core.
filling the pulp with cyanide.
I die in the paradox

of half-digested fruit.
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Phases of the moon
Siobhán Ní Dhomhnaill
During the new moon phase, I realised that I was addicted to sorrow, I
pulled eyelashes out from puffy eyes and replaced them with ladybugs from the
garden.
When the moon was waxing crescent I planned my escape, but soon found my
bicycle-tyres were split open, like fresh fruit pulling away from skin, such
thick and fleshy wounds, I could not go anywhere.
During the first quarter I gored on daisies and thistles and let my
fingernails grow dark.
In the waxing gibbous I decided I would raise wolves to raise my children.
On the full moon I whined softly, snapping at nothing, and looked at
pictures I drew before I knew what love was.
I spent the third quarter with a lunar deity, lazy-jawed, I fastened my
teeth onto her soft skin, leaving behind only dark saliva and toothmark-graves
on her chin.
When waning crescent, I shifted my pillow closer to the moon. I could see
clearly that I was sorrowful only about a few things, but over and over and
over, receding and renewing as often as the tides.
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Shoot the messenger
Kevin Byrne
Tell me what you’re doing here, I say,
Tell me why the fuck you’re here, I say,
I press the gun against his temple,
I feel its cold ring on his skin,
He tells me everything I think I know,
He tells me my truths because I know
This man;
This man is me.
Beside him is me too — on both sides of him are me.
Besides, he runs on endlessly — I keep talking to me.
I decide who stays or goes — you only go by dying.
I shoot him dead — the pop rings only inside our head.
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The transcendence of death is political
Jay Fraser
While a topic of some historical discussion, it is clear that over the last
few decades there has been a resurgence in the notoriety and the significance
that has been lent to the spectral content of the writings of Karl Marx. What
was once taken as pure metaphor, written to be evocative, has been studied much
more intently, and the Gothic elements of Marx’s writing have been drawn out
into delicate and nuanced studies in the desire to use the imagery provided to
reflect on the content that it embellishes. To a large extent, this has been
successful: texts such as Derrida’s Spectres of Marx through to more
contemporary discussions of hauntology in the writing of Mark Fisher, have
seized upon the ghostly concepts in Marxist discourse and used them to construct
a biting critique of lost futures, promises un-made, and potentials left only to
exist as unfulfilled realities that could have been.
Left generally unaddressed, however, is the manner in which these spectral
remnants may be returned to the world of possibility. The question must be
asked: what happens when the hitherto metaphorical images of spectral politics
are taken as an avenue for legitimate investigation? Which alternative practices
can be opened up to us as radical milieus in which experimentation and
counterculture can be built?
It is with a particular sense of irony that we must approach this. Marxism
has been overwhelmingly materialist throughout history for obvious reasons
rooted deeply within Marx’s own Epicurean background, and yet it is largely
through the construction of esoteric semantic fields that much of Marx’s popular
writings have been popularised and much subsequent work has occurred. One does
not need to search far within Marx’s writing to find discussions of vampires,
the ‘spirit’ of capital, and most famously the ‘spectre’ that ‘haunts’ Europe.
This trend is carried through a great deal of modern writing that draws from
Marx: Derrida famously writes that ‘after the end of history, the spirit comes
by coming back,’1 although he was careful not to imply too much – a spectre ‘of
a communism to come […] Already promised, but only promised.’2
While this appears to be plainly supernatural when taken on its face, an
author such as Mark Fisher comes in quickly to neutralise the apparently
mystical aspects of Derrida’s discussion. Fisher ascribes a haunting nature to
the ‘agency of the virtual, with the spectre understood not as anything
supernatural’3 and distinctively creating categories of hauntological affect –
in which that which has been continues to remain effective, or that which has
not yet been has effects prior to coming into being. Yet this seems particularly
1
2
3

Jacques Derrida, trans. Peggy Kamuf, Specters of Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work of
Mourning, and The New International (Routledge, New York, 2006), 11.
Ibid, 46.
Mark Fisher, Ghosts of my Life: Writings on Depression, Hauntology, and Lost Futures (Zero
Books, UK, 2014), 19.
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unsatisfying. The power of Marx’s analogy is drawn entirely from the apparently
otherworldly nature of the comparison used, and while ultimately it may be
important to draw his concepts towards the more ‘real’ world, Fisher’s and, to
some extent, Derrida’s withdrawal of such otherworldliness so early seems
premature.
Fisher explores the concept of the haunting, but is forever tentative about
embracing it wholeheartedly: Derrida, likewise, veers away from the true image
of the ghost – his ghost must never arrive, for ‘the spectre that Marx was
talking about then, communism, was there without being there […] It will never
be there.’1 Derrida’s ghostly discussion wanders from the implication of a true
supernaturalism into the meandering of Marx’s semantics with regularity from
this point onwards, as though Derrida found it difficult to truly peer through
the obscurity of the veil separating the natural and the supernatural.
What is interesting, therefore, is to turn away from this apparent embrace
of the metaphorical perspective on Marxist theory – to turn away from spectres
as merely useful images – and to examine the (super)natural consequences of
taking this image on its face. What happens when it is imagined that the much
lauded ‘natural science’ of Marxism has a ghostly counterpart: that
supernaturalism, spiritualism, and the ghostly are taken as the natural mirrors
of a theoretical construct which always calls for the arrival and resurgence of
dead labour? After all, if Fisher writes of capital as being ‘at every level an
eerie entity: conjured out of nothing’2 which nonetheless has important material
effects, it cannot be ignored that the metaphorical conception of dead labour
may also hold material weight. Where there is room for metaphor, there is room
for literalism – what happens when dead labour is removed from the world of
1
2

Derrida, Specters of Marx, 125.
Fisher, Ghosts, 11.
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rhetorical flourish and imagined as physical reality; as the truly revived forms
of those minds and futures crushed under capitalist society.
An impasse is quickly reached. While it is true that spiritual practices
might have some use, it quickly becomes apparently that they ultimately fail to
satisfy. To speak to the dead is useful, but is it limited and clearly not
enough, just as Marxist thinking has thus far failed to truly overcome the
trials of the capitalist world. The methodology of Marxist spiritualism seems to
embrace only the palest form of transgression. The other world is contacted – it
holds influence – but that influence is entirely second hand: for Marx, the
ghosts and spectres work as disembodied concepts which weigh on the material
world, rather than the legitimate recollection of the dead to the world of the
material. Desire remains unfulfilled in this case; the ultimate goal of those
who seek to commune with spectres, spirits, ghosts, and phantoms is the ability
to call them back to life in reality; to assume Derrida’s conception, the desire
is to discard the idea of ‘never [being] there’, and rather to wrench the
virtual future free of its conceptual bonds in order to pull it into reality. To
return the ghost to flesh to ‘disturb the pause,’1 as one might put it.
Magical thinking has long since assigned terminology and practices to this
framework: the desire to return departed spirits to material form, to bring life
back to reality, is the practice of necromancy. If Marxist thinking, at least in
regards to the spiritual potential of liberation, is entirely too focused on
what is passed and what is gone, could it be that necromancy as a practice
provides an alternative avenue towards seeking liberation?
Necromancy is, indeed, arguably the least commonly accepted aspect of
magical practices which – for all the ‘rational’ pushback against them – have
made various attempts to return to the mainstream over the last few decades. It
is amusing, then, that it is theoretically very close to the sort of séance
themed communication that has spread like a fungus across mainstream television,
magazines, and newspapers. Alongside the ever present horoscope, it is now not
uncommon to find advertisements for psychics who will speak to the dead;
television shows which are predicated on calling back truths from the alwaysvaguely-Christian ‘other side’ pop up with alarming regularity, and almost
everyone will at least know someone who has attended a psychic reading. The
distinction which remains, however, and the distinction which we will seek to
erode is that between actual life, and merely echoed life: the spectre is
acceptable, for a number of reasons including its obvious deniability – the
revenant (to usurp a term from Derrida) is quite the opposite.
The barrier between ordinary life and necromancy is detailed by William
Godwin in his Lives of the Necromancers, in which he calls the practice of
calling up the spirits of the dead ‘sacrilegious’, and further, commands us to
‘leave them in the hands of God,’2 however in doing this Godwin makes clear the
barrier between necromancy as useful tool and morality; ultimately, the
designation of death or the afterlife as an untouchable reality for humans is
often a religious belief: a belief which places the world beyond life into a
zone of incontestability. However, since Godwin’s own lifetime there has been
much movement in this field and the cry of ‘No Gods’ has become as commonplace
as the following ‘No Masters’. Given this movement away from the particularities
of faith with named Gods and specific doctrines, the compulsion to place
necromancy into a forbidden territory becomes much less influential: the
discussion shifts from the realm of the forbidden merely into the realm of
taboo.
With the removal of this impassible religious barrier, the legitimacy of
which cannot be satisfactorily supported, the question of how life and death are
delineated comes forth. Surely, to place death on an untouchable pedestal is to
privilege death beyond the experience of life: a grave mistake. While it is
undeniable that a life which extends endlessly would ‘run out of steam,’3 as it
were, to place death into a realm that cannot be touched is to avoid closeness
with it. In reality, it can be argued that to a certain extent dying, and the
1
2
3

William Godwin, The Lives of the Necromancers, accessed online:
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/william-godwin-lives-of-the-necromancers#toc21
Godwin, Lives.
Todd May, Death, (Acumen, Stocksfield, 2009), 80.
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knowledge that death is coming, is part of what defines humanity and to ignore
this is to close oneself off from the entirety of experience. In reality, the
chasm between life and death is only one of perspective: we gift a certain
degree of primacy to life, as that is the side of the equation of which we have
direct experience, but in reality we are necessarily cut off from the experience
of death and therefore cannot speak to its value. ‘Death haunts a human life,’1
yes, but as we have already established, to haunt is always an incomplete
return: that this return must remain incomplete is an assumption of which we
cannot be certain. If death is what defines humans on at least some level, is it
not a dereliction of curiosity to leave such a world unexplored?
So it has been established that engaging with non-life purely on the level
of the spectre is insufficient: it provides an insight into a potential but
never aims to bring that potential to fruition. Further, beyond merely the
spiritualist there is a magical avenue which does at least approach completing
this incompleteness: necromancy offers the ability to pull those spirits from
the ether and give them form in this life. Finally, we have ascertained that
without an inherent faith in a God – or morality otherwise – which places
barriers between the worlds, there is nothing in death that is untouchable for
us: rather, death seems ripe for exploration and investigation. Given this, we
must recognise that which is inherent to the necromantic project: the
eradication of barriers. Barriers between morality and immorality; between life
and death; between potential and actual.
If this is the case, we are being pointed in a clear direction. Eradicating
the supremacy of life over death is the removal of a hierarchical claim which
privileges the experienced over the non-experienced, the known over the unknown,
and the vital over the moribund. Necromancy demands of us to abandon these kinds
of prescribed levels of being, and instead view existence as being essentially
on one level: a Spinozist approach, almost, where to resurrect the dead is not
to draw the spiritual into the realm of the material, but rather to engage in
the active arrangement of the material of the world itself in such a way that
what is seen to be inaccessible is brought to life. This kind of elimination of
the barrier between these worlds is similar to the living eternal life as
described by Westover in his book Necromanticism, where he details the manner in
which Coleridge, having achieved some measure of immortality via his writings,
already appeared as an individual who ‘partook in death.’2
Given these thoughts, perhaps it is time to move away from the esoteric
back to the ‘real’, using the conventional definition of these terms, and find
out where this has pointed us. If Marxism is forever bound to the world of
spirits, of immaterial hauntings, of a communism which cannot be (at least in
some sense), then it appears that reverse engineering necromancy – the mystical
counterpart which insists that these spirits can regain form, assume flesh,
impact the living – should reveal to us an avenue which must either supplant or
(more realistically) support Marxism in order to progress towards a less
theoretical discourse. It is amusing that one must sometimes take these
circuitous routes in order to point directly at a consequence. In doing so it
becomes clear that the method of thought currently best suited for drawing upon
the barrier-less forms of necromancy is anarchism, a mode of social thought and
practical organisation which already lays its roots on the removal of these
hierarchies.
It is by the embrace of such a-hierarchical systems of thought that the
ghostly apparitions of Marxism can, at least in some sense, be dragged into the
physical form in the same way that it is by necromantic magic that a spirit can
be restored to the material world. Moreover, it is clear that this is the kind
of thought demanded by certain kinds of Marxist in their more intense moments:
as Walter Benjamin compels us to realise that it is ‘the avenging class’ which
carries out the revolutionary actions of the future, and just as we cannot be
content with imagining ourselves the ‘saviour of future generations’, we must
retain the righteous anger that nourishes itself ‘on the picture of enslaved
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forebears, not the ideal of emancipated heirs.’1 Who better to give flesh to
this avenging class than those who do not see the sharp divide between life and
death? Who better than those whose entire project revolves around the demolition
of such arbitrary, petty, and personal divisions which privilege that of which
we have experience over that which defines us equally?
The radical implications of a necromantic-political seem evident, even at
first glance. If we intend to construct a new world, divorced from the
unsatisfying and derelict present, then we must be dedicated to not only carving
out new pathways but also to resurrecting the slaughtered potentials that our
current world saw into the grave. We must seek a world in which barriers
continue to be eroded and new lines of living are constructed. Should it be the
case that glancing through the veil drives a new revelatory libertarianism in
any individual, then this should be embraced and the misted darkness of an
anarcho-necromancy should be counted as an ally in the struggle to abolish the
present state of things. ‘To think’, after all, is ‘always to follow the witch’s
flight.’2
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To grab whole and soft blessings
Ella McInnes-Metcalfe
The dead are alive within you, they told me, and i crept back to the
corner, where 2 walls and a floor meet, like a 3d printed clover, and I watched
and listened, eating crinkly prawn crackers from the local chinese, like fishy
cardboard, while the dog faffed and sniffed at it trying to decide whether they
liked it or not. And we ate the tables and the chairs and each other, alive,
making killers and carpenters of us all. And I climbed down from the chandelier
once or twice to say diamonds are only squares gone wobbly, and they said my
teeth were shiny like glue, and I thanked the flies like a flat note in a minor
scale.
And perched like a robin on a shelf I sang my song for the living and the
dead, soft feet making soft beats to dance to, and so they did, the acrobat, the
binman and a robot, toes like teeth chit chattering like a printing press, be
present, and I was happy somewhere in the mix to simply be alive, to feel
something, however strange, making a fool of my fancy face and donkey ass shit
for brains dreams. And I was right to be happy because 3 days from the day that
I saw that bird kill a bird will be a sunday and the spiral of chaos and order
rings out like 2 twin’s heartbeats, shocking! And my head split open and my
teeth fell out and then my brain fell out and my eyes rolled back and stared
into nothingness and then, I guess, I felt the bloody pulse of death.
And- and like a little baby I wept, for the dead children trapped in all
our pasts and the killers that they would grow to become. I wept for the mothers
who mourned and the bitter brothers. I wept for the lonesome, stone cold sisters
and the flighty fathers. I wept for the beaten pups left out to dry in tightknit stockings. I wept for the bones and the bones and the bones upon which we
built our homes. I wept for the transiency of it all, of each breath, of each
yearning to love. But my eyes hurt, and I blinked the sand of time from their
glossy song. And the warmth in my hands burned too hot until I surrendered to
the tip tap of rain against the glass, and grabbed whole soft blessings of
hydrangeas, blue and pink and purple according to the alchemy of the earth.
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Wild wood: a letter to my sisters
Lucy Wallis

Yesterday I went to the Musee D’Art Moderne with a friend. It was one of
those Sundays where the weather is abominable, and whilst you want to go and do
something, the things you can actually do are limited. Smoking through a deck of
cigarettes on some damp terrasse feels decidedly less than appealing. Today, wet
leaves stuck to the pavements, blown from the trees like sad confetti:
mouldering. Plastered to damp walls, slicked, fragmenting and brown, they are
dead things: rotting.
Not a day to spend outdoors.
In the museum I saw a few pieces of art that made me think of the two of
you. The first was a Matisse painting which I had never seen before: Allée
d’Oliviers. I really like Matisse. I don’t know if you two do because I don’t
think I have ever asked you, which is a shame. He’s painted it in oils, and the
trees, standing with their dark arms reaching up to a sky that holds only the
slightest suggestion of blue, are buffeted by the wind. I stood and stared at
the movement he’d caught in the paint. If I squinted, the trees could almost
have been dancers. The only leaves caught in their movement, still attached to
the branches, are realised in greys and browns; except one small patch of
orange. The shadows are all in a stark black, giving the scene a dreamlike
quality, washed with the pearlescent light of a sun scarfed in fog, or deep
banked cloud. It seemed to me to be the perfect painting for the day, and yet in
looking at it I could see a million lines of reference leading away from it. It
made me think of that lovely sequence of paintings Hockney did in Autumn,
Winter, Spring, and Summer; or the avenue in Bruce Castle park that I don’t
think the littlest of us has ever seen; or, of a road in Yorkshire I know you
both have been to, that also looks like that watercolour print by Kechie Tennent
that mum has of the man carrying a bundle of sticks walking down a country lane.
I know you know the one.
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Anyway, for some reason yesterday all I could do was think of trees.
Probably because, in the autumn, it’s all you notice. Especially in a city,
because the leaves end up everywhere.
I’ve been reading Roger Deakin’s Wildwood. There’s a line in it: ‘[trees]
have become the guardians of our dreams of greenwood liberty, of our wildwood,
feral, childhood selves’, that made me think so much of you, our childhoods
being intertwined as they are.1 All of us potted in the same soil, weathered by
the same traumas, holding each other up, and holding each other together. Three
trees grown around each other: wild wood. Living in cities as much as I have
done now, I often feel like trees are a tether to my childhood self. I always
reimagine it with a Rousseau-ean nostalgia: I am at one with nature, some small,
feral, field-child, mud covered and conversing with leaves. I’m not sure that’s
really true, but show me a person who doesn’t romanticise childhood and I’ll
find a million euro and give them all to you.
When I was 12 and you were 6, you wanted me to teach you to climb a tree. I
climbed them all the time. I liked the pull of my shoulders, and the feeling of
freedom that comes from being so high. I liked the accomplishment of scaling
one, and I liked the feeling of rough bark on my bare feet, or under my palms.
If I close my eyes, my cheek remembers the press of a rough trunk when coming to
rest near the top of the chestnut at the back of gran’s garden. My fingers
remember the resin soaked branches of a graveyard yew that felt like a house
inside. My eyelids flicker with the memory of dappled shade under the wide
reaching boughs of an elm, that sheltered a small section of stream in the back
corner of the rec.
I didn’t want to teach you to climb trees. Climbing trees was my thing and
you were too little and I didn’t want to have to look after you. The oldest of
us would have taught you how, but I was not like her, in that she was always
kind and always patient. I was mostly unkind, and mostly impatient, and I’m
sorry that I didn’t teach you how to climb that chestnut when you asked. If I’m
honest I’m not even sure if that tree will still be there, and so I couldn’t
teach you how to climb it now, even if you still wanted to learn.
I did teach you how to climb the stunted little Victoria plum tree though,
when it was full of fruit. But that was mostly so that you could get the plums
for me because I was lazy.
The Musee D’art Moderne also had a room dedicated to the beautiful
photography of Mitch Epstein. In 2011, Epstein scoured the boroughs of New York
in search of particularly interesting trees. In a way, his photographs
pastoralise New York. They take it from a human-scape and re-tether it to
nature. All the trees that we three knew together are country ones - except the
cherry (or perhaps almond tree) that fell in front of our house in Tottenham.
Yet in thinking about that tree I remember that one of us is too young to know
it, and I’ve never asked the other if she remembers it, or its fall. I’m not
sure if I do, or if I just remember the tiny little photograph of it that mum
has in the chest in the living room. I remember its pink blossom falling like
snow, or wedding confetti.
In looking at these portraits of trees that Mitch Epstein had shot, I got
the feeling that they are witnesses to change. Photographed in black and white,
they stand resolute whilst the city rages on around them. They live incredibly
long lives and, if they remember, then their memory must span centuries. What
have the trees witnessed? What of the one that stood in our front garden and
watched us come and go for fifteen years before it came down? What of the beech
in gran’s front garden which is dead and gone, now? What of her chestnut tree in
the back garden? What of the horse chestnuts by the school gates, or the yews in
1
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graveyards? I keep thinking about a really ancient tree that I read about
somewhere, which was struck by lightning in 1987 and never shared the world with
any of us except as fragments of inert wood. What have they seen, all these
trees, and what do they remember? Do they feel our little bodies scaling them,
or our hands holding on to them for support, or solace, or comfort? When they
fall or are felled, does the wood remember what it was like to be reborn each
year with the coming of the spring?
When I was 6 and you were 12 we went walking with Dad, past the outskirts
of the village we lived in. It was so hot, and the fields were still green, so
it must have been June. We were on an adventure. Mum had given me a bag for
collecting, and you and dad were walking along talking and I was collecting
things. If I remember rightly, I had a list that asked for a twig, a small rock,
a feather, a blade of grass...
There was a tree at the end of the lane, overhanging a gap in the hedge
leading from path to field. I remember there being a big rock there, too, but it
kind of looks like Pride Rock in my memory, so it may not have existed at all.
Anyway, there was this big tree, and it was easily the most enormous tree I had
ever seen. I asked Dad how old it was, and he said it could have been a thousand
years old and you said nothing in the world could be that old, and still be
alive.
But what if it was?
That tree would have known if King Arthur and Merlin were real; it would
have lived through countless wars, and the enclosure of land. That tree could
have been anything at all. It could have even been Merlin himself, waiting as a
tree for when Arthur returns. I don’t know if that’s even part of the myth, but
I’d quite like it to be, now I think about it. What if trees do remember, and
held within the thousand rings of that tree’s trunk are images of ploughmen, and
King Arthur, and you, Dad and I staring up at its huge branches, eclipsing the
sky.
When Dad died, our granny gave me a newspaper clipping of a poem that she’d
kept since her father had died about 40 years before. It was the Elizabeth Frye
poem ‘Do Not Stand at My Grave and Weep”, in which the departed soul says
they’re in the sunlight on snow, and in the wind, and in the birds taking
flight.1 Why should we not be remembered by the trees when we’re gone? What a
monument to be remembered by.
Surely, there must be a kind of ‘residual magic’ in trees. They are strewn
throughout our folklore, they make up most of our furniture, they keep us warm,
they keep us breathing, and they wrap us in the cyclical returning of their
comings and goings. I think if I had grown up anywhere else but western Europe,
where the shifting of the year is marked so strongly by the states of the trees,
I wouldn’t feel quite so much of an affinity with them. I feel their act of
returning as a way of processing the ‘upward spirals’ of my life. In his book
Hidden Valleys, Justin Barton writes that all our returnings result in an upward
spiralling through our lives; always coming back to the same points in an act of
cyclical return.2 I think my life always returns me to you two: because I need
you. We’re grown from the same seeds planted next to each other; potted in the
same soil.
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John Donne’s poem, A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning, whilst being about
lovers rather than sisters, is concerned with a kind of love that is within the
soul. A kind of love that needs no outward gestures or declarations, and the
following lines, I think, define our love of each other.
‘thy firmness draws my circle just
and makes me end where I begin’1
We are like trees, the three of us, grown in a ring around each other, but
stretching as wide as the circle opens, to allow us to go out and return. We are
also repetitions of each other, in a way. Familial similarity dictates that we
share similar features, modes of expression, gestures. We are destined to
repeat, and mirror, and bounce back off of each other, in the same way I think
we are always destined to come back to each other, irrespective of the distance
passed in each loop. I am far away from you both now, but I feel the orbit we
move in, I know that the circle will ‘make[] me end where I begun’: with you.
As Deleuze and Guattari say, in A Thousand Plateaus, a circle of territory
is drawn by acknowledging the inevitability of repetition, opens ‘a crack, opens
[] all the way, lets someone in, calls someone, or else goes out oneself,
launches forth.’2 I think the circle opens when we need each other, and the call
serves to bring us back into the loop, to call us back from the edge with a
twitch upon the thread that binds us.
I realised, in searching through the photos we have in the chest, that not
a single photo exists of the five of us together, and especially not the three
of us with Dad. He is the gap in the circle, perhaps, or maybe the hole in the
middle of us, a hole we have grown around. In a way, this letter is dedicated to
both the cyclical return of our sisterhood, and the repetition of the
acknowledgement of our loss. It is dedicated to all our “father of the bride”
speeches which will never happen; to the proud moment at graduations with both
parents present, to the baptisms of our children, to all the funerals he should
have been at; instead of us all being at his.
There’s a Greek myth about Baucis and Philemon. In this myth, Zeus and
Hermes arrive in a small village and go searching for somewhere to sleep, except
everyone in the village turns them away. On their way out of the village,
though, they come across a humble cottage in which a poor, old couple live:
Baucis and Philemon. They open their arms to the two gods and implore them to
share what little food and drink they have. Following their visit, Zeus destroys
the rest of the village in a flood, but spares Baucis and Philemon. As a reward
he allows the two of them, once they die, to remain together forever. He does
this by turning them both into trees intertwined around each other: one oak, and
one linden, to remain in the landscape forever.
I wonder if, once our lives are over, the three of us might be allowed to
be trees together, surrounded by the floodwaters of shift and change. All of us
standing resolute against the tide. Perhaps we could extend it to the five of
us, to allow mum and dad to be trees with us. Creating a monument of wildwood to
the family we could have been, had we not ourselves been struck by lightning.
When I look at the Epstein trees in the gallery, standing witness to change
as it floods the now, I think about the changes we have weathered. Mitch
Epstein said in an interview that this work was ‘about photographing something
to honour rather than to mourn’. I think that’s what we are to each other:
something to honour. We’ve had enough of mourning.
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In a way it feels to me as though finding all those trees in Paris, on a
blustery day where their return to the earth, and the beginning of their
hibernation is imminent, was a call across the sea from your hearts to mine.
“Go home” they seemed to say.
“It’s time”
“it’s been long enough”.
out.

The circle has completed another revolution, opened itself up, and called
I will be home before you know it.
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Even the darkest night will end and the sun will rise
Pete Armstrong
Amal sat in his living room and glowered out of the window. Rain spattered
against the panes and savage screams filtered down from upstairs. He still
agonised over the decisions he had made, although surely it was too late for
that now. No good would come from this. All that he had planned and hoped for
left in tatters. Why had he let himself be talked into it?
He was a tall man, slim, too young for jowls or a spare tyre or other
accessories of his success. An open neck and ragged shirt tails displayed his
youth but his suit betrayed a rush to respectability. He wore a fashionable pair
of glasses that he was constantly taking off and putting back on. He couldn't
decide between detail and the wider picture. There was a glass of tea on a table
in front of him. It had gone cold, untouched.
The night came in riding a bank of filthy weather; a grim silence settled
in the room, occasionally broken by the cries which shivered through the house.
Amal huddled deeper into his soft chair and waited for everything good to end.
When the maid came through to clear up the tea he raised his voice and
complained bitterly that it had been left to go cold. One minute after she left
he followed her down to the kitchen and apologised for being angry, then stomped
back to the living room.
Hours passed. He dozed, or perhaps darkness arrived more quickly than
usual, he could not tell. Suddenly he heard movement and saw a figure at the
door. A face came into focus out of the shadows.
"It's a girl," she said.
Amal took a moment to stretch and rub his face, before finding the courage
to follow her upstairs.
When he entered the room Bahija was lying in bed. He had expected ...,
well, he didn't really know what he had expected. There was no gore, at least he
could be grateful for that. He stood hesitantly in the centre of the room, not
knowing what to do next. He didn't want to sit on the bed but there was no chair
and he felt in the way. How long would he be expected to stay here? Perhaps he
could go now.
Before he realised what was happening one of the women said to him,
"Here,"
and the baby was in his arms. He stood stock still, not daring to move. He
had seen his nephew as a baby, but no one had ever expected him to hold it. He
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shifted the bundle which fitted into the crook of his elbow naturally, and
looked down.
Only her face could be seen through the blankets and just for a second her
brow creased with raw emotion. Lines radiated outward from her eyes. There were
crow's feet and wrinkles and the blotched, tender skin of the ancient, as if she
had arrived with all the cares of her great grandmother. Her skin was somehow
both light and tanned. There were traces of blood or some other birth-stuff
embedded into the corners of her eyes. How could one creature be such a mottled
variation, such a coloured map of form and texture? Her nose was hardly there,
just an upturned mark, a bump of skin between eyes and mouth, nostrils clearly
showing, facing almost outwards, with tiny yellow spots on the nose itself. Her
lips were so thin that they could barely be seen in her face, her chin moved up
and down, pushing, forcing and yet was so small, slight, just the tiniest point
where the face ended.
Amal turned, slightly irritated, to the woman beside him who had nudged his
arm again.
"What?"
"I said, shall I take her back now?"
He looked down once more. As he did so her eyes opened and stared upwards,
focused not on him but through him, dark pools in the half light of the room.
"No," he said, "there is no need. I shall hold her for a bit longer."
Cy sat at the kitchen table doodling. He had picked up a pencil half an
hour ago for something to do, now here he was, a full landscape emerging in
front of him. Dark clouds were building up over the top half of the paper, wet
shadows running through the trees. A flicker of surprise ran through him that he
had been here long enough to put in so many trees. Why did it always rain in his
pictures now? When he had first left school the sun shone every day, but now it
always seemed to be raining.
His mother came into the room and stood behind him for a moment.
"It's very good, Cy. I need space to lay this table. Do you want beans or
peas?"
During the meal his father asked him the inevitable, about picking up a job
again. Cy had to admit that he hadn't been out all day. They had been here
before. Secretly, Cy admired his father's patience, he never raised his voice
where many others would have done. Where Cy would have done himself, he was
sure.
"I know, Dad, I know. I need to..., I just need to get myself going. I know
that I can get something."
"You have to, son. All the group that left school with you have work now.
There's work there, things aren't so bad nowadays. Your mates have money to
spend. You need money in your pocket. Life begins when you start getting your
first wage packets."
"I know, Dad."
"That first packet is all yours, that's the rule. I bought a new jacket
with my first wage packet. Height of fashion it was, I wore it straight away on
that Friday night. Wouldn't be seen dead in it now."
"I know, Dad."
He was the last one left, his friend had started working in the garage with
his father, despite everything that he had said about that. Cy knew that the
pressure was on him. He had to pick up something, was all out of excuses.
He had loved every minute since leaving school. No maths, no English, just
doodling, sketching all day, picking out the fragile beauty of the world,
wherever he could find it. Pulling colours all over the page, making them come
alive. It was luxury.
There was an application form from the job centre in his room. He knew that
he should finish doing it that night, but he picked up a pencil instead. He drew
lines down the page, regular, even spaced, strong, the bars of a prison cell. He
lined up the window, picked out sunbeams creeping into the cell, warming it up.
He could do this all day.
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It was just after ten in the morning when the letter arrived, but Helen's
father opened a bottle of champagne anyway. He was like that. It was wickedly
indulgent to sit and be toasted just after breakfast, even though none of them
could really face the drink at that time. That was just part of the fun.
Helen never had any doubts about her exam results. When the conditional
offer for Cambridge came in earlier that year she knew that it was a given. She
just got her head down and did the work, that was the easy part. Why didn't more
of her friends do the same? Sometimes she didn't understand other people.
Nice to celebrate though, nice to share with family. She sat back at the
table and watched them talking and laughing. Alice looked genuinely pleased for
her sister, not just because she had been given a glass as well. They had a
long, slow breakfast on a Saturday, with the chrome coffee and tea pots and
linen napkins that her mother liked. Through the French windows it was already
warm, sunlight stretching out across the lawn, chasing the shadows back towards
the wall. Of course when she left home she would have to stand up for herself
but she wasn't afraid of that, it would be good for her.
She couldn't keep the grin off her face. Life would really start at
Cambridge. Her cup of tea grew cold on the table while they sipped champagne,
raising sparkling glasses to the future.
Helen apologised to the maid when she came to clear up the cups and things
afterwards. All that tea and coffee and all the champagne too, none of it even
half finished. What a waste. Marie just smiled back at her and said,
"Well done, miss,"
so they were forgiven.
Thamina grew up with exceptional talent. Loved and cherished, accomplished
and beautiful, Amal and Behija knew that their daughter was destined for great
things. They were sure that she was the pride of their circle of friends. If
their neighbours disagreed and considered her simply another happy, pretty, well
brought up girl, they didn't let on.
With fatherhood Amal's life had blossomed into a completeness he had barely
thought possible in his younger days. His work flourished, life at home became a
paradise and the whole town seemed to grow, new and glorious. He felt blessed,
as if his family were at the centre of the Earth and their happiness and
contentment the focus of all Creation.
He no longer spent every hour at his business, as he had when he was
building it up. His managers now had to run things themselves, which they had
never done before. It was all going so well too, perhaps he should have done
that earlier. Now he left the office before the light gave way to dark each day.
Others could deal with anything that came up after that. To stay would be to
miss seeing Thamina that evening and that was unthinkable. What had he been like
before? He couldn't even imagine.
Cy worked in a paint factory deep in The Black Country. It was stinking
work, all clutter and chemicals. The job was secure because so many left within
days of arriving or took sick leave. If you could put up with it then you got
all the work you wanted. The working day was foul because you couldn't eat or
drink or even piss easily. You were always covered in crap, so you starved or
you ate food reeking of the factory floor. Your choice.
The work wasn't really hard, but everything was slippery and wet so you had
to concentrate all the time, grip everything tightly in case it squirted out of
your hands. It was too noisy to talk, mixing machines constantly shaking away in
the background, and too disruptive to think. You had to spend the day in your
own world, but never go anywhere or do anything in it. The hours crawled by.
Workers would spend the break sitting and talking because anything else was
too difficult. It was a frantic dash to get the words out, opinions that had
been stifled inside all morning. Often what got said was shocking and shockingly
banal, a competition to expound the most extreme views, each one tumbling down
over the next to reach rock bottom. It was the spring that immigrants started
crossing over the Mediterranean on flimsy rafts, the TV was full of god-forsaken
people being picked up by rescue ships. Everyone at the factory proclaimed their
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solution to these problems. Do this, do that, protect your ports, guard your
ships, leave the people to save themselves, turn your back. Easy. It was a crap
job.
Graduation took place in the summer, but Helen knew long before that she
would take a gap year before actually starting work. Most of her friends had
talked of nothing else but companies and jobs since the start of their last year
together, but with work Helen saw only an ending of her freedom. She wanted to
see real people and do something useful before submerging herself in the City.
So it was that in September, while her classmates were spending unearned
salaries on sleek business suits, she was on a ferry, with rucksack and insect
repellent, on the way to Southern Europe and a Red Cross project.
She spent most of the crossing on deck, trying to catch sight of the
adventures ahead of her. A gusty wind swept up her clothes and tried to pull
apart the knot that held her hair in place. Helen was short and fair with the
pale skin of the North. She clung to the rail in front of her with gentle hands,
feeling every indentation of the rough surface. Under a wide brimmed hat she
wore a simple patterned top and safari slacks. She smiled when she thought about
teaching young children in a migrant camp, although she was still quite hazy
about where it was she was actually going.
Amal walked to work. It was safer that way, car-jackings were becoming
common and there were less cars on the road now. Everything was a target. He
walked quickly, with business-like steps. He wore pinstripes and western-style
shirt, still defiant against the changes in town.
It was a struggle to focus on business these days, his family at home
always in his head: Thamina working on her homework, her grandmother always
preparing the next meal, Bahija coughing away in bed upstairs. It was getting
dangerous for Thamina, he wanted to take her into school each day, but her
grandmother never let him.
"It is safer if the men stay away. You will make it harder for her if you
come along. An old woman and her granddaughter are better together, the same as
all the others"
The doctor had spoken to him about Bahija going into hospital, but they
both knew there was a risk there. The hospitals were targets too and could
quickly became dangerous places to be trapped in. She was probably better off at
home with a nurse, but that could quickly get dangerous in itself if she got
worse. It was hard to make the right decision.
It wasn't right that his family should be living through such bad times. It
was worse in the cities though. They were a long way from the capital here, a
long way from the fighting. All they saw was fringe stuff, outsiders with wild
eyes passing through, recruiting all the young men they could. It wouldn't last
forever. Business wasn't badly affected. If he and the other business leaders
could just keep things running they could get through this.
He quickened his pace. It was the centre of town now, familiar buildings
and street corners looking strangely unfamiliar through roads mostly empty of
traffic and people. It was safer because he was away from the quiet streets, but
more dangerous for the same reasons. Once he reached the office things would be
better. Work would sweep over him, he would run his machines, make money, employ
people, supply shops, move things forward. They could do their bit to make the
town better again. He was optimistic. Optimism was all he had, he knew no other
way to be.
But he was mistaken. War and destruction would come as surely to their town
and their street as it did to the rest of the country and his family, like so
many others, would be destroyed.
Cy got home and tried to shower, but there wasn't enough hot water and
others were banging on the door before long. He was never clean, but he figured
that if something didn't come off in a stream of water it wouldn't come off on
his food or his bed.
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What would he do if it was his country at war? Watch the fighting outside
his window or move to somewhere better? That was a no-brainer of course, he was
single, he could take risks easily. What if he had family, children, what then?
Could he take risks with them? He struggled to think of what it would mean to
have a family, it had always just been him. How can you take a risk with someone
who trusts you? What kind of person makes war around children anyway?
He got up early the next morning and turned on the TV. This was his one
chance of the day for a clean coffee. The news showed pictures of a toddler on
the beach. A raft in the Mediterranean had gone down, more folk had drowned and
the body of a small boy had washed up. Detritus dressed for a day at nursery.
It was sickening stuff and Cy was sickened. He turned it off again. So much
crap about what was happening and what people should do, none of it in language
that a child could understand.
There was a newspaper on the table in front of him. On the top page there
was an advert for a charity, you could make a text and send them money. Without
thinking further Cy picked up his phone and texted the word BLANKET to the
number. The text disappeared and a moment later he got a receipt back. He had
never done that before. Shit, it had cost £15. He was broke this month already
and he hadn't changed anything. He couldn't afford it, but still he couldn't
regret it. They were worse off than him.
It was when she had reached the camp in Southern Greece and the boats
started coming that Helen's year changed so dramatically.
Her work at previous camps had been ordered and planned. There were
experienced staff who told her what to do. Helen never actually taught at the
school. It had been a lot smaller than she had imagined and was fully staffed.
She had done different things, mostly moving building materials and other heavy
work, although her hands blistered at first and her back ached. Some days she
had felt as if she was just getting in the way, but she had also taken part in
some really rewarding sessions. There had been two days at a vaccination clinic
where she had kept the medics supplied with equipment and helped calm down
children who had left a war zone and cried uncontrollably at the sight of a
needle.
Here, though, it was chaos. Boats arrived every day. Refugees poured in and
there was nowhere for them to go. She had no idea what the managers were doing,
she and the other ground staff seemed to be running around all day without any
plan to follow. She wasn't afraid of hard work, she had been looking forward to
it, but watching all these people arriving was frightening. She and the other
gap year woman set up living spaces for groups of migrants that didn't need
medical care. She was told to leave those in difficulty to the medics, but what
can you do? You can't not see them.
Helen wanted to focus on her work, but her eyes were drawn to the young,
the starving, the sick and she found it distracting. She had hardened herself to
the sight of sick children before she even left home. It wasn't that. It wasn't
seeing them once, it was seeing them so often. She stopped talking about it.
Somewhere, in an old docklands warehouse, in an unfashionable town, was a
small production line. In its time the elegant, brick building had seen cargo
deliveries; corn and grain; bricks and timber; newspapers rushing through the
night. Now it housed rhythmically clacking semi-automatic knitting machines,
churning out blankets for good causes. The building was too big for them and
sound echoed back from the empty spaces receding into dark corners. The whole
project had never really been financially viable, but various people and
corporations had signed things off because they wanted to be seen to be helping.
Enthusiasm can go a long way when there there is no alternative that would make
money.
Everything was run on a tight budget. The work was funded by voluntary
donations, and the project leaders had to make sure that the day's output had
been paid for. They couldn't afford to go over. Once the day's allocation had
been produced the machines were turned off.
Each blanket produced was checked off against each donation.
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Amal and Thamina were in the centre of the waiting crowd when the boat that
would take them to Europe arrived at the shore. He had managed to keep their
place, although it was all he could do to hold her. She was in a bad way, cold
and shivering, even as the early darkness of night lay heavily on the heat of
the day. She could barely stand. Amal held her tightly and pushed forward,
determined to make it this time. When they got closer, people surging all around
them, he caught sight of the boat. At that moment he nearly forgot everything
and stopped dead.
It was a ramshackle mess, a jumble of drums and planks of wood. He had
thought it would be made of rubber, good enough only for the desperate, but
this! This was handmade, a child's toy, a students' joke strung together from
the contents of a rubbish dump. It couldn't possibly make it across the sea.
As people clambered onto the flimsy vessel it swayed crazily, falling into
the water and then exploding back up again. Empty drums bobbed up and down like
corks in a soda fountain. Amal held Thamina to him, he looked down at her hair,
her face, every line that he knew so well. She moaned and stumbled heavily in
his arms. He looked behind them, one final thought of return, and then he lifted
them both onto the boat.
The journey took them straight to Hell. It was bad enough in the natural
harbour of the bay, but once they entered the open sea the black night took hold
of them as they flew forward, up and down. The boat shook violently, water
surged up everywhere, there were cries, screams and the uninhibited wailing of
the very young. If the thing had been steady then Amal would have had the space
to be terrified, but it was all he could do just to cling on, swing, grasp at
Thamina, fight his neighbours for a handhold and brace for the next overwhelming
lurch.
They raced onwards in the dark, desperation giving Amal the strength to
keep holding on to all he had left that was dear to him.
When day broke Amal was able to see their position, but it only made him
long for the ignorance of the dark. The boat was jam-packed, crazily low in the
water, people everywhere. Conditions were much calmer now and movement was more
sedate. The water he felt constantly was not so much rising waves as the sea
itself, lapping around his legs. Thamina was asleep but even this chilled him
and he became terrified that she would not wake. They needed help. For the first
time the unthinkable came to him that he could lose her. His mind enveloped the
thought, drew it in as a distraction from the appalling danger they were in.
He took her pale, cold hand in his and rested his fond gaze upon her.
Nothing would separate them. Just as he thought that the boat gave a slow,
almost wistful sigh, ripped in two halves and they were wrenched apart.
He screamed,
"My daughter, my daughter."
It was all bodies, arms and legs. Cries, shouts, a thrashing sea of people,
drums and wood. Amal kicked wildly, thrashed his arms to stay above the water
which pushed and pulled him. Others grasped and tugged at him and he screamed,
"My daughter, Thamina."
Someone grabbed him, pulled him towards something floating,
"Here take this,"
but he tore himself away, kicking against the sea, turning round and round,
"Thamina."
Everything was spinning away. As quickly as the chaos had begun it cleared
again. There was empty water around, he could see people clinging to wood,
drums. They were already in the far distance, how could they have got so far so
soon? There was an eerie quiet. He could hear distinct voices,
"Hey, here,"
but Thamina was nowhere. Where was everyone? How could they be so far away?
Where was she?
Someone dragged him over to a group of men clinging to a pair of drums and
a single wooden plank. They saved him. They stopped him from going down but he
knew none of it. Half a day passed and it could have been a month. It could have
been an hour. He could think of only one thing.
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Helen needed sleep but could get none. She lay in bed watching the sky
lighten from dark to light grey, warming up with the arrival of the sun. Part of
her was alert. She repeated to herself that she was working. It was work that
was needed not some fancy rich girl feeling miserable. But she could not stop
seeing the end of life, the sadness, the hopeless cradled in the arms of those
that loved them.
Slowly, morning came.
Each day when she rose she felt better again, but as she left the staff
compound and walked towards the camp something tightened within her and plans
gave way to dumb abstraction. The more she spoke with the people that surrounded
her, the more each individual voice and pair of eyes got inside her, the harder
it was to concentrate on doing anything. She got through each hour only by
staring intently at her hands, on the knots in front of her, on the loads of
material to be moved, never on the people watching.
Today she was asked to go and help unload the latest deliveries, which
brought a momentary easing of pain inside. It would be hard physical work, but
it would be carried out at the drop off points just off the camp road, away from
all the people.
Lorries had arrived with new supplies, including a delivery of blankets
from a charity based somewhere back home. There were never enough of these, this
load would go as soon as it had been taken over to the supply buildings. All
these people were arriving, walking into camp with no more than the clothes they
wore, all needed shelter. They could have used twice as many, but accountants in
distant lands had to balance their books. Each blanket had been individually
paid for.
Helen got stuck into the work. She quickly warmed up in the bright sun,
relishing the physical effort and time spent on her own. It was as good as a
rest. Lunch tasted better than it had for days. She lingered after she had
finished her ration, putting off returning to the main camp for as long as she
could.
Cy pushed a single blob of paint across the paper in front of him. The main
droplet held its shape, remained together. As it travelled it left a snail's
trail behind, an arc across the page. Dark brown. He had mixed and blended the
colours until nothing remained of the bright red, yellow, blue that he had
squeezed out onto his palette, all had become mud. Start again.
It was a waste, after he had spent money on paints that he couldn't afford.
All day long he was submerged in the foul stench of the stuff, then he spent
wages he didn't have on paper and palette and paint. Was that not crazy?
He didn't really know to use the things that he had bought, wasn't sure how
to do it properly. Every time he set out to just paint for fun he got lost and
couldn't concentrate. Now the colours had disappeared in front of him again and
he hadn't even noticed. Stupid mud brown flooded out everything else.
He went to wash it all off. Were you supposed to put the palette under the
tap, or would that damage the wood? How else could you clean it? Who knew? Start
again.
His dad was pleased that he was working. The paint factory was famous
because so many workers left so quickly. There was family pride to be had if you
could stick it there. Proper work, you wore it all over you every day and all
weekend. You earned your money. You earned your tea breaks. Funny that it was
the tea breaks that would bring him down in the end, not the paint. He was
always different.
He pushed his paints across the palette again, mixing them together. Blue
and yellow swirled around and suddenly green emerged from the mess, like a
rabbit from a magic hat. It got him every time.
He loaded up a brush again. Perhaps this time he would do something better,
pick out the sun from behind the clouds.
They were dragged on board the trawler like a net of herring, flapping, the
sea falling from them. Amal landed face down on the iron deck. Water dripped
from his clothes, hair, mouth. His hands pressed against the metal in front of
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him, he could feel its every undulation. He focused on its colour – a deep red –
how its texture was studded with many small bumps. They were lined up in a
regular pattern, rows. He could see tiny flakes of rust reflecting off drops of
water which bounced in front of him. He had lost her.
He moved his head to either side. Wet and frightened bodies gasping at
unexpected life. More were being dumped onto the deck from over the side of the
boat. Suddenly he caught sight of other desperate figures further down the deck.
Those that had been picked up earlier. He stood up on fish fin legs and weaved
forwards, grasping at hope with trembling hands.
Thamina lay there, wet and still, towards the end of the line, asleep or
unconscious. Her dark hair was spread out on the deck. Lips barely moving in her
pale face. There was nothing to cover her. An older woman sat beside her,
holding her hand. She looked up as Amal stumbled up to them.
"Do you know her?" she asked in a tired, beaten voice.
He said nothing, what words could he have used? Feelings jumbled up inside
him and he said nothing. He lay down beside her, gave her his body heat, it was
all he had to give. He held his daughter to him and prayed.
One night in early spring Helen, dog-tired and unable to sleep, rose and
went to get tea but the kitchen was empty. On a whim she walked out of the staff
quarters and down a track to where there was a storage tent. There were no other
staff around and nothing to store. Around her was chaos. The site rang with
noise, more boats had been arriving, but just at that time, in that place, there
was no one and nothing to do. A moment of calm in the storm.
Helen looked up to see a single person in front of her, no two. An older
man cradling a young child. He was a crazy mixture: grimy and mud stained, with
an open cut on his jaw, but wearing suit trousers and an expensive white shirt
which was torn. He stared at her but Helen couldn't meet his eyes. She looked
down instead at the stylish, understated pinstripe running down his trouser
legs. None of this made any sense. The child looked sick, still and pale. The
man asked Helen for something, she said that she couldn't help him, she wasn't a
medic. Neither could understand the other.
Helen stared back. She had been told many times not to get involved, but
tonight, under the soft light of a pale moon, her heart nearly gave out. She
could see the child shivering in her father's arms. She should have been in her
bed, with breakfast and school in the morning, but she was here and there was no
language to explain it.
The man spoke again and Helen could only gape back. Both of them desperate
for something. She turned round and ran her eyes uselessly around the space
behind her. There was a single blanket in a corner, half hidden by some brown
paper. She reached for it and handed it to the man. He took it, turned and left.
There was nothing more that she could do.
Amal had stopped to rest on a patch of rough ground outside some larger
tents. He was lost, trying to get back to the others from the medical centre.
They had waved him away there.
"Wait till the morning, she is not an emergency"
He had tried to tell them that she had barely woken, that he was afraid for
her, but they wouldn't listen. Everyone was running around, it was all blood and
open wounds. When he started shouting he had been sent away.
The others had told him not to go there, that he should leave Thamina to
rest, but he had set off anyway with her in his arms. What else could he have
done?
He cradled her to him. She was still wet and shivering even though the
night was not cold. Suddenly a movement made him look up. Someone was looking at
them.
Amal stood up,
"We need help. My daughter is very ill."
In the shadows he could make out a young woman, hardly old enough to work,
wearing Western clothes. She said something back to him but he couldn't
understand. He asked for help again but she just shrugged and turned aside. She
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looked sour and uncaring. Amal didn't know what to do next, how could people
work here and not know how to help him? Then she reached into the back of a
tent, took a blanket and handed it to him. Amal took it, turned and left.
He found his way back to where the others were lying and found a quiet
spot. There he used the blanket to wrap Thamina up properly. It was the first
proper protection she had had since becoming ill. He lay down beside her and
watched the horizon, counting the seconds until morning and help.
Another break at work. More empty talk, another fifteen minutes taken
uselessly from the rest of Cy's life. He had tried to clean his hands for a
coffee but it was hopeless. They were still slimy to the touch and he couldn't
bear to pick up a cup.
"Send them back, use the same boats they came in," someone had just said.
It was a game, to say something that hadn't been said before. They were such
tossers. Cy thought about the money he had texted. He wondered how many of these
people playing the game had done the same thing, a few of them possibly. Saying
stuff at work was different to how some people acted, but he could never be like
that.
"Same boats, same clothes." That comment, more banal than many, was the one
that did it. An hour later, throughout that amazing walk home, those were the
words swirling round his head.
When he was interviewed by the incredulous police officer later that night
he assured her that he hadn't been angry. There was no malice there, he hadn't
wanted to hurt any of the other people. He had only been sorry for the colours,
trapped in their boxes, he wanted to set them free. He must have sounded mad.
Perhaps that helped him because the company never actually prosecuted.
"Same boats, same clothes."
He dyed with every step. Streams of paint – green, pink, yellow dawn –
trailed behind him down the street. People on the pavement jumped out of the way
in shock and awe. Plask plosk. Step after step. The mess he had left on the
factory floor was beyond belief. No one could stop him leaving because he was
too slippery to grab hold of. Plask plosk. A child's paintbox splashed out on
the pavement. Cy strode onwards, colouring the world, obliterating the dark with
rainbow footsteps.
The medical team arrived ahead of the sun and had to wake Amal, he must
have dozed off in the end. Others had sent help to him first because they knew
how worried he had been. Even in the grey half light of early morning Amal could
see some new colour in Thamina's cheeks. She looked better.
The doctor was all quick hands and efficiency. There was no time to linger.
She forced Thamina up into a sitting position, slumped against her father,
examined her there. Her actions were much rougher than Amal would have dared.
She forced a capsule of something between Thamina's lips, who coughed and
spluttered in response, then spoke directly to Amal.
"She's had a rough time, we need to keep watching her, but she isn't high
priority. Make sure that she eats. Keep her wrapped up."
Then she was off, many hands pointing her to the next needy figure in line.
Amal pulled the blanket around Thamina and held her in place leaning
against him. He paused to feel her pulse beating against his. In two days they
had travelled a million miles. The clothes they wore and the grains of dirt they
sat on were all they owned. Their next meal would depend on charity. They lay at
the bottom of the deepest pit.
He looked out to the horizon again. The sun was coming up and rays of pure
yellow were lighting up the grey around them, igniting sparks of fire in every
corner. For a moment he could see Bahija sitting there beside them. There should
have been nothing but desperation and sadness, instead he could see colour and
beauty in every direction. He sat beside his daughter and held out his hand to
feel the first fragile heat of the rising sun upon it.
Helen carried on for one more week, moving things and handing things over
and clearing things away, but she stopped talking altogether. Everyone was so
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busy all of the time. She saw them constantly now, young children, the hopeless,
the grieving, the shivering child in the man's arms, wrapped in a patch of
blanket.
On Thursday morning she attended the morning briefing but from the outset
struggled to pick up messages. She had felt strangely light-headed when she rose
from a restless bed, coffee barely roused her. Words were being spoken but she
couldn't take them in. She rubbed her ear, but still the sound was muted. More
coffee should have cleared her head, but instead the room was drifting away from
her. There was the sound of people standing up, leaving, but she was unable to
move her legs. As she reached to put down her cup it knocked against something
in her clumsiness and suddenly there was wetness down her trousers. Her hands
were shaking and she couldn't see to wipe anything. The walls were moving around
the image of the girl in her head.
A voice returned to the room,
"Helen, are you coming?"
There was a pause and she heard more words, softly this time, falling back
off the edge of her consciousness.
"Oh. I see."
Cy pushed a single blob of paint across the paper in front of him. It was a
rich yellow, deepened with enough red to give it a fiery heat. A lick of flame
threatening to set the canvas alight. The lines spread out, ran with life of
their own, he did not direct, only guide. It was not painting so much as
watching the scene emerge in front of him. His palette was alive with colour. He
could feel it, the wood pulsated against his fingers. He could sense the
landscapes, rich with greens, blue, yellow, already buried within the paint, he
had only to uncover them.
Lost somewhere in the back of his head was a streak of practicality,
appalled at the state he was in. He was broke. He could pay his rent this month
or he could eat. He couldn't afford to do both. The heating had long since been
turned off. No one was interested in what he was producing. He had canvases and
paint for just a few more days. He needed paid work, he shouldn't be standing
here doing this. But he was.
His father had finally lost his temper when he heard about what happened.
The raised voice and slammed door were bad enough, but the silence that followed
was worse. Unknown fuss, then he had turned up out of the blue with some paint.
He just left it and walked out again. It was oils, not what Cy wanted, but he
had used it anyway. What a mess he made with it, he wasn't used to the texture.
Globulous streaks ran down a muddied canvas, but he saw it through eyes that
were streaked themselves, so it made no difference.
He didn't know what he was doing or how to make money out of it. He knew
nothing, but still he stood and guided and pushed across the canvas in front of
him. It felt good. His practical streak wasn't helping him so he pushed it
further back into his head and carried on. As he worked, rays of sunlight
emerged from his palette onto the canvas in front of him, lighting it, warming
it, making it come to life.
He knew this was right. He didn't know how, but it would work out.
Amal woke early and got up immediately. He knew the time without an alarm
clock to tell him. He washed, shaved and dressed all before anything could be
heard coming from the other partitions on either side. The saucepan had been
left out on the stove and he put it on to boil water for tea. Fresh water, not
the stuff from last night. It would take time to heat up, but time he was not
short of.
He missed his morning papers, but he would catch up with the news in the
library later, at least as much as he could understand. It would be reading
practice in his new language too and that was good.
Thamina would wake soon and he would set breakfast for her. It was unusual
to have a father and daughter together. He had eventually secured a kind of
double partition for them, although it hadn't been easy. Everyone had assumed
that she would go alone to one of the buildings set aside for woman, but he had
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held his ground. He knew from experience just how effective resolute politeness
could be as a means of getting your own way against opposition. He had not built
up his own business through just luck.
The water boiled at last. There were only bags, not proper tea, but he
reached for the tea pot. He had found it in a back cupboard, it was made of
stainless steel and didn't pour the water properly. He used it anyway because it
was all there was. Tea requires proper ceremony. No one else would use it, so he
would wash it up himself later. Time he was not short of.
It was a Monday, so Thamina would be back at school again. Better for her,
she had more to do there. The school was a mix, there were all types. She had to
stand up for herself because she had been privileged and the other children knew
it, but she could do that. It was good for her.
They had got this place because of her, Amal knew that of course. He wasn't
a doctor or an engineer, but they took care of families with children, even half
a family with just a dark and empty hole where her mother should be. They were
all right.
He sipped his tea. There were grunts coming from other partitions off the
communal kitchen, but no one else had come through yet. There was time to sit
and drink in quiet contemplation before preparing breakfast for himself and
Thamina. He savoured each drop.
They had said he was unskilled and put him on a waiting list for some kind
of work, but he hadn't heard any more about that. He never gave it a second
thought. They were wrong about him. He had all the skills he needed, everything
necessary to build yourself up out of nothing.
He finished his tea and got up, ready to make breakfast, take his daughter
to school and forge his empire.
The single gap year became two. Helen wasn't ready to start work when she
returned home. The organisation she worked for had been really helpful, set her
up with all the right people. She'd seen a couple of therapists, both nice and
practical, they gave assurance that her reaction was nothing serious. It was
really tough challenge, that's all, more than a gap year helper would normally
be expected to do. She should be proud of what she'd done. She spent time
convalescing at home with her parents.
On the first day of her new job she walked to the office, even though it
was a long way and that meant she would be pretty ragged by the time she got
there. What did that matter? She had no intention of doing what everyone else
did. She marched along the bank of the Thames as an early morning sun struggled
through the clouds, sending rays of light scattering over the surface of the
water, spraying buildings opposite with a sparkling yellow.
Her heart beat vigorously with the exercise, her fine new work clothes were
getting rumpled and she could feel the first warmth of the day upon her
outstretched hands.
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